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Advancing the Frontiers of Science
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Congratulations to the LIGO founders…and to the entire 
LIGO community
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National Science Foundation’s Mission
“To promote the progress of science; to advance the national health, 
prosperity, and welfare; to secure the national defense...”
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Data Current as of 2014
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Trends in Funding Academic R&D in Science and Engineering

NSF view of Science and Engineering Frontiers is Multidisciplinary 
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FY 2018 Budget Request
• NSF
– FY 2018 Budget Request: $6,653 M 
Comparison to FY 2016 Actual: 
-$841 M, -11.2%
• CISE
– FY 2018 Budget Request: $839 M
– Comparison to FY 2016 Actual: 
-$96 M, -10.3% 
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FY 2018 Budget Request for CISE
 
Amount Percent
Office of Advanced Cyberinfrastructure (OAC) $222.19 - $199.31 -$22.88 -10.3%
Computing and Communication Foundations (CC 194.13 - 174.14 -19.99 -10.3%
Computer and Network Systems (CNS) 230.99 - 207.21 -23.78 -10.3%
Information and Intelligent Systems (IIS) 194.80 - 174.75 -20.05 -10.3%
Information Technology Research (ITR) 93.09 - 83.51 -9.58 -10.3%
Total $935.20 - $838.92 -$96.28 -10.3%
CISE Funding
(Dollars in Millions)
FY 2016 
Actual
FY 2017
(TBD)
FY 2018 
Request
Change Over
FY 2016 Actual
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Principles Underlying the Budget Request for CISE
• Honor ongoing commitments (existing awards).
• Investments in core research programs are maintained.
• Investments across the breadth of the research cyberinfrastructure 
ecosystem continue.
• Commitment to national priorities continue.
• CISE remains committed to building and nurturing partnerships.
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Director:  I. Qualters
Deputy Director: A. Friedlander
Science Advisor:  W. Miller
Public Access: B. Plale
Cooperative Agreements: A. Suarez
High Performance Computing
E. Walker
R. Chadduck
Networking/ Cybersecurity
K. Thompson
A. Nikolich
Software
R. Ramnath
V. Chaudhary
Office of Advanced Cyberinfrastructure (OAC)
Supports and coordinates the exploration, development, and provisioning of state-of-the-art CI resources, tools 
and services essential to the advancement of science and engineering….
Learning & Worforce
Development
S. Prasad
Data
A. Walton
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NSF investments in advanced cyberinfrastructure 
(CI) are transforming the frontiers of science… 
Biological sciences
Geosciences
Computing
Social, Behavioral & 
Economic Sciences
EducationEngineering Math & Physical Sciences
Integrative sciences
Through its Cyberinfrastructure for the 21st Century Initiative (CIF21) NSF has embraced an 
expansive view of Cyberinfrastructure motivated by research priorities and scientific process
OBSERVE
HYPOTHESIZE
EXPERIMENTANALYZE
THEORIZE SCIENTIFIC
DISCOVERY & 
INNOVATION
People, organizations, 
& communities
Software
Data
Scientific 
Instruments
Networking & 
Cybersecurity
Computational
Resources
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OAC Networking Programs
 Fundamental layer that enables scientific discovery at the 
institutional, regional and global collaborative levels.
 Campus Cyberinfrastructure (CC*). Upgrading and 
accelerating campus networking (10/100Gbps). Re-
designing campus border to Science DMZs. Innovation, + 
much more.
 International R&E Network Connections (IRNC). Link U.S. 
research with peer networks in other world regions.  
Supports all R&E US data flows (not just NSF-funded).
Networking &
Cybersecurity
Science DMZ
CC*
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Connecting the nation’s research substrate :  CC* 210+ Awards/>$100M
across 44 states 2012-2017
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OAC Cybersecurity
 Cybersecurity Center of Excellence (CCoE) – formerly Center for Trustworthy Scientific 
CI, www.trustedci.org. 
• Site reviews, code reviews, architecture reviews. Example engagements: Gemini, 
US Antarctic Program, LSST, OOI, LIGO, DKIST, NEON, Pegasus, PerfSonar, …
 Open Science Cyber Risk Profile – asset/impact oriented approach for open 
science (DoE, NIH, NSF). Joint effort of CCoE & ESNet
 Cybersecurity Innovation for Cyberinfrastructure (CICI). Topics: Secure and Resilient 
Architecture, Secure Data Provenance, Regional Cybersecurity
 Secure and Trustworthy Cyberspace (SaTC). – Cross-directorate program. OAC funds 
later stage/applied security projects that can secure scientific CI. Several “Transition to 
Practice” projects co-funded by Dept. of Homeland Security.
 Annual Large Facilities Cybersecurity Summit. ~120 attendees from NSF-funded science 
facilities. Most Recent Summit: August 2017.
Networking &
Cybersecurity
Example: Bro Intrusion 
Prevention/Detection 
software
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CiCi Award OAC-1739000: Trustworthy Computing over Protected Datasets
Mayank Varia, Boston University
Objective: Cryptographically secure computing on 
datasets stored within Cloud Dataverse
Secure Multi-Party Computation at 
scale with Conclave:
How we can protect tenants’ data on the 
cloud while allowing it to be analyzed for 
social good
Dataverse:
What social and life
science researchers
already use to store
their datasets
Mass Open Cloud:
Where anybody can
carve out their own
space to store data
and compute in situ
Benefit:
Bring secure 
computing 
where the 
data live
Benefit: Fast 
MPC due to 
low-latency 
network in an 
open cloud
Benefit:
Cheap 
scientific 
compute
Synergistic payoff: Separate the responsibilities and amortize the 
effort of each expert (developers, IT staff, privacy experts, etc)
A B C
Secure Enclave
F(A, B, C)
…act as if it were this:
A
Analytic F
B C
Conclave makes 
this…
F(A, B, C)
Data Upload Data Analysis
Envisioned Workflow
OAC Data Infrastructure: Accelerating
Science, Building Community
Data 
Infrastructure
• Data Building Blocks (DIBBs). Funds CI/discipline
collaborations, cross--disciplinary infrastructure, built on
recognized capabilities, tangible products.
• First PI meeting, Jan 2017 on Results, Challenges, Future
Directions, and  Gaps to inform future investments.
• CC* collaboration. Example topics: multi--institution, cloud
resources, sharing mechanisms.
• EarthCube. Collaboration with NSF GEO. Topics: Building
new communities, innovative interoperable solutions that
link and integrate resources, new capabilities for data
capture, discovery, access, processing and analysis.
• Innovations at the Nexus of Food, Energy and Water
Systems (INFEWS). NSF cross-cutting activity.
Data Infrastructure Building Blocks (DIBBS):  Building 
Communities across Disciplines and Geographies
Summary of DIBBs funding, 2013-2017
Year Category N Value Co-funding Directorates2013 Implementation 4 $      27,521,583 2013 Conceptualization 4 $            429,392 2014 EarLy implementation 2 $        9,830,819 EdHR; SBE2014 Pilot demonstrations 16 $      21,340,996 BIO; CISE; ENG; GEO; MPS; SBE2015 Multi-campus; multi-institutional 5 $23,685,304 *co-located with CC*2016 Pilot demonstrations 5 $        1,946,064 EdHR; GEO2016 Early implementations 8 $      28,115,008 BIO; CISE; ENG; MPS; SBE2017 Pilot demonstrations 4 $        1,992,415 BIO; EdHR; ENG; GEO; MPS2017 Early implementations 3 $      11,454 ,775 CISE; MPS51 $    126,316,357 
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OAC Software Investments
• Goal: Catalyze and support reusable, robust 
software-intensive ecosystems to advance 
research
• Software Infrastructure for Sustained Innovation 
(SI2). Elements ($500K/3 yrs), Frameworks
($1M/yr 3-5 yrs), Institutes ($3-$5m/yr 5-10 yrs).
• Software “pipeline”: 
 R&D programs (SPX, CDS&E, DMREF, CRISP, Venture, …) 
  Development and deployment (SI2) 
  Outcomes: Sustainability, open source community, 
institutional support, education, SAAS, IP licensing, …
Software 
Infrastructure
Foundational 
CI R&D
Scientific 
Software R&D
Community Workforce
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CI Contributors, 
Cyber-scientists
Develop new CI
CI Users
Exploit CI
CI Professionals
Develop & support CI
OAC Learning & Workforce Development
Communities of Concern New in FY2017!  CyberTraining - Training-based Workforce 
Development for Advanced Cyberinfrastructure (NSF 17-507)
 Informal, scalable training models and pilot activities - on 
topics in advanced CI, and computational and data-enabled 
science & engineering.
 OAC leads, with MPS, ENG, GEO, EHR/DGE, and CISE/CCF.  
 $300K-500K over 1-3 years.
 3 Tracks:  1: CI Professionals. 2: CI Contributors/Users in 
domain science and engineering. 3: Undergraduate 
Computational & Data Science User Literacy.
 Excellent community response in the inaugural round. 
 FY2018 Deadline: currently being revised
LWD
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NSF’s CIF21 fostered a rich NSF cyberinfrastructure ecosystem responsive to 
the evolving discovery process.
People, organizations, 
and communities
Data 
Infrastructure
Gateways, Hubs,
and Services
Cloud 
Resources 
& Services
CI-Enabled
Instrumentation
Computing
Resources
R&E Networks,
Security Layers
Coordination
& User support
Software and
Workflow Systems
Pilots,
Testbeds
Many parts! …  Working together? … The right architectures? …   
… Bottlenecks? … New pressures? …. Gaps? 
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Facilities are Increasingly CI Intensive … and dependent on 
robust, reliable, and highly connective CI
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Example:  LIGO detection of gravitational waves
Open Science Grid
• Researcher sustained access to diverse and interoperable CI 
o Massive, parallel event searches and validation; 
o New high performance simulations of numerical relativity and 
magnetohydrodynamics;
o Support by multiple agencies and international funders
• Network upgrades at campus, national, international levels
• HPC services and resources:  Open Science Grid (OSG): Comet (SDSC); 
Blue Waters (UIUC); XSEDE; AWS….
• Computational science advances embodied in Software Infrastructure
• Simulations
• Visualizations
• Workflow and dataflow
LIGO relied on a portfolio of advances in computational science, software, hardware, and expert services:
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2017 Large Facilities and CI Workshop :  Beginning to Identify Common 
CI Pathways for Acceleration of Discovery?
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RESEARCH IDEAS
Windows on the 
Universe:
The Era of Multi-
messenger 
Astrophysics
The Quantum 
Leap:
Leading the 
Next Quantum 
Revolution
Navigating 
the 
New Arctic
Understanding 
the Rules of Life:
Predicting 
Phenotype
PROCESS IDEAS
Mid-scale Research 
Infrastructure 
Growing 
Convergent 
Research at NSF
NSF 2050: Seeding 
Innovation
NSF-INCLUDES: 
Enhancing Science and 
Engineering through 
Diversity
Harnessing Data 
for 21st Century 
Science and 
Engineering
Work at the
Human-
Technology
Frontier: 
Shaping the 
Future
NSF “Big Ideas” – each have demanding CI implications
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“Foundational”
CI Resources
Integrative Services
(“Middleware”)
Discipline-specific 
Environments
Science
Portals
Research
Facilities
…Applications,
Frameworks
Campus, national 
resources
NSF-supported  
resources
International
National/International Research & Education Networks, 
Commercial Networks
Private, 
commercial clouds
Data Management
Authentication
OSGHPC access, 
community
Workflow Systems
Collaboration 
Platforms
Dynamic discovery pathways at scale: Architecture view
Observation
Discovery
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Community input is informing NSF’s strategic planning for Advanced CI
 NSF Advisory Committee for Advanced Cyberinfrastructure (ACCI)
 National Academies report on NSF Advanced Computing (2016): 
- Future Directions of NSF Advanced Computational Infrastructure to Support US Science in 
2017 – 2022
 NSF RFI on Future Needs for Advanced Cyberinfrastructure to Support 
Science and Engineering Research (NSF CI 2030), (2017)
 Joint agency assessment of the NSCI Exascale RFI (2015):
- NSF Assessment of Responses to the Request for Information (RFI) on Science Drivers 
Requiring Capable Exascale High Performance Computing
 Workshops and Reports, e.g.:
- Software Infrastructure 2017 PI Workshop ,
- Building a Materials Data Infrastructure
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NSF Response to NAS Study
Future Directions for NSF Advanced Computing 
Infrastructure to Support U.S. Science and 
Engineering in 2017-2020
Office of Advanced Cyberinfrastructure
Report available at 
www.nap.edu/catalog/21886
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NAS Study Committee Charge
“A study committee will examine anticipated priorities and associated 
trade-offs for advanced computing in support of National Science 
Foundation (NSF)-sponsored science and engineering research”
Co-chairs: 
Robert Harrison Bill Gropp…considered:
 NSF contribution in advanced computing infrastructure to U.S. leadership and 
competiveness in basic science and engineering
 Expected future national-scale computing needs … in modeling and simulation 
as well as data analysis
 Complementarities, trade-offs
 Range of operational models
 Technical challenges 37
Summary of NAS Recommendations
1. Grow comprehensive investments in advanced computing. 
2. Support full range of science requirements for advanced computing.
3. Collect community requirements; construct and publish roadmaps to inform decisions and set priorities 
about advanced computing.
4. Adopt approaches that allow investments* … to be considered in an integrated manner with the 
associated research.
5. Software. Support development and maintenance of expertise, scientific software, and software tools 
relevant to advanced computing resources.
6. Next-generation capabilities. Modest infrastructure investment in “next-generation” hardware, software 
technologies to explore new ideas for next-gen capabilities. Radical new technology will not be adopted 
quickly.
7. Manage advanced computing investments in a predictable and sustainable way. 
Sustain Infrastructure for Advanced Computing
Aid Scientific Community in Keeping Up with the Revolution in Computing
Ensure Resources Meet Community Needs
Continued Leadership in Science and Engineering
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MREFC Threshold 
Adjusted for Mid-scale 
Research
November, 2016
Activities in Response to NAS Recommendations
NAS Report Released
April, 2016
Stampede 2 Acquisition 
Awarded
June, 2016
NSF CI 2030 RFI Released
April, 2017
Leadership Class 
Solicitation 
Announced
May, 2016
August, 2016
Oct Nov Dec Jan May Jun Jul Aug SepAprMarFeb OctMay Jun Jul Aug SepAprMar
October, 2016
Large Facilities CI 
Workshop
September, 2017
FY2016 FY2018FY2017
Blue Waters Workload 
Analysis Published
January, 2017
Industry/HPC Best 
Practices Report 
Released
August, 2017
Internal NSF Activities:
Analysis of Cloud Computing Investments
Analysis of Cyberinfrastructure 2030 RFI Responses
Allocations + Research Award Discussions
Initiation of public-facing road-mapping of computing 
infrastructure investments
Use of “five-plus-five” model for large HPC investments
Pursuing use of MREFC for leadership class investments
CyberTraining
Solicitation Announced
XSEDE Project Renewed
Software Institutes 
Awarded
Continued Leadership in Science and Engineering
Ensure Resources Meet Community Needs
Aid Scientific Community in Keeping Up with the 
Revolution in Computing
Sustain Infrastructure for Advanced Computing
Key
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NSF HPC Roadmap is Responsive to the Evolving Science Requirements for Advanced Computing
Complements Larger Aggregate Investments from Universities and other Agencies
20182013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026
Key
Large-scale computation
Long-tail and high-throughput
Data Intensive 
Cloud
Services
Blue Waters/UIUC
Leadership HPC Planning 2 to 3x Time-to-solution Improvement > 20x improvement
Stampede / UT Austin Stampede2 / UT Austin
Yellowstone / NCAR Cheyenne / NCAR
Comet / UCSD
Wrangler / UT Austin
Bridges / CMU & PSC
Jetstream / Indiana U
Planning Activities National HPC Resource Potential Renewal
XSEDE2 Coordinated User Services, Education, Outreach
XD Metrics Service
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Machine Learning to reverse-engineer cellular 
control networks: Michael Levin, professor of 
biology at Tufts University and director of the 
Allen Discovery Center there, Maria Lobikin, a 
Ph.D. student in his lab, and Daniel Lobo, a 
former post-doc and now assistant professor of 
biology and computer science at the University 
of Maryland, Baltimore County (UMBC), 
reported results of a study in Scientific Reports 
in January 2016.  They created a tadpole with a 
form of mixed pigmentation never before seen in 
nature. The partial conversion of normal 
pigment cells to a melanoma-like phenotype was 
predicted by their machine learning code and 
billions of simulations on Stampede.
Stampede 2 provides innovative CI to enable researchers to explore 
science and engineering at scale
5/9/2017
Min Chen, Rice University
Seismic data from 227 earthquakes reveal 3D images.
Thanks to the work of NSF-funded researchers and 8 million 
CPU hours on the Stampede and Lonestar4 supercomputers 
at the Texas Advanced Computing Center, it’s now possible 
to take a virtual tour of the Earth’s structures 900 km 
beneath East Asia. 
Leadership Capability Enables Understanding of Early Cosmos
Cosmology of First Quasars – Di Matteo (CMU)
• Understand the formation of the first quasars and galaxies 
from the smallest to the rarest and most luminous, and the 
role of these processes in the reionization of the universe.
• Factor of 10x in mass resolution, at least 4x in volume over 
previous simulations
• Used to make predictions for what will be seen by the 
upcoming WFIRST and James Webb Space Telescope 
(JWST; successor to Hubble, launch planned for 2018).
Why Blue Waters?
• In-memory simulation of 1 trillion particles 
• Full system needed for weeks: 20,250 nodes 
(324,000 cores) using 1.2 PB of memory. 
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Why Blue Waters?
• More than 1 million analyses over 2 years
• 452 TB data transferred and analyzed, 
producing over 280 TB of results
“Blue Waters has exceptional resources and one of the 
only HPC centers with the capacity to complete this 
project.” 
Leadership Capacity Provides Transformative Insight
ArcticDEM – Morin (UMn)
• Initiated as part of US Chairmanship of the Arctic Council –
Interagency/Public/Private Partnership
– NGA,NSF, ESRI/AWS and 5 Universities
• Time-dependent, 2m resolution elevation dataset, ~1-2 m 
vertical accuracy covering 20 million km2
– Arctic will have higher resolution continuous elevation data than 
Western US
• Image data from three optical, sub-meter satellites licensed 
and funded by the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency 
(NGA)
• Research and Societal Impact  
• Data analysis on Blue Waters over the next 2 years
• Antarctica is next….
• Supported by NSF Awards 1614673, 1542736, 1043681, 
1541332, 1559691
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Leadership Computing supports innovative partnerships
PI: Vadim Dyadechko
ExxonMobil Upstream Research:
Vadim Dyadechko,  Sumant Prasad and John Kuzan
NCSA/UIUC: 
JaeHyuk Kwack, Greg Bauer and Seid Koric
Blue Waters Allocation (Type/Size): 
Industry 188K node-hours (>6 million core hours)
Contact: William Kramer, wtkramer@illinois.edu, 217 (333-6360)
44Slide Courtesy of NCSA and ExxonMobil
This research is part of the Blue Waters sustained-petascale computing project, which is supported by the National Science 
Foundation (awards OCI-0725070 and ACI-1238993) and the state of Illinois. Blue Waters is a joint effort of the University 
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and its National Center for Supercomputing Applications.
NSF CI 2030 RFI Responses:
136 Submissions
Academic Institution
75%
Research Institute (non-univ)
NSF Facility
Non-profit or Society
Other Agency
Agency Lab/Inst
Industry
Author Home Institution
50% Single Author
50% Groups (2-15 Authors)
366 Named Authors
(339 Unique)
(some were busy bees)
Geographic spread
 39 States
 9 Foreign contributors 
from 6 countries
Analysis is underway 
with NSF Advisory 
Committee for CI (ACCI)
https://www.nsf.gov/cise/oac/ci2030/rfi_responses.jsp 45
Represented Organizations
CI Resources
• HPC Centers: NCSA, PSC, 
SDSC, TACC
• Networks: Internet2, ESNet, 
NYSERNet, Great Plains 
Network
• Academic Computing: 
Cornell, Iowa, Michigan, U 
Buffalo, U Tenn
Research Institutes
• Bigelow Lab for Ocean Sciences
• Manylabs
• Research Triangle Institute
• Ronin Institute
• Scripps Inst Ocean
• Smithsonian
Other agencies and their labs
• DOE - ANL, LBNL
• NASA - JPL, Space Tel Sci Inst
• Navy, Naval Postgrad School (NPS)
• NIST
• NOAA, US Int OOS
• USDA, Agricultural Research Service
• USFWS
• USGS
Community Orgs and Societies
• Coalition for Academic Scientific 
Computation (CASC)
• Earth Science Information Partners (ESIP)
• Illinois Natural History Survey
• Intl Educational Data Mining Society
• Midwest Big Data Hub
• National Association of Marine Labs
• National Data Service
• NC Museum of Natural Sciences
• NumFocus
• UNOLS
• EPSCOR/Idea
• Consortium for Ocean Leadership (COL)
• Plant Science Research Network
• The Quilt
• Univ Consortium for GIS (UCGIS)
Companies
• ESRI, Merck, Rangle.io, SRI, 
StormCenter Communication
NSF Facilities 
• Nearly all! Next
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Represented NSF Facilities
NSF Facility Contributors
•ARF/UNOLS
•Gemini
•LHC
•LIGO
•LSST
•NCAR
•NHERI
•NHMFL
•NOAO
•NRAO
•NSO
•RCRV
Mentioned
•DKIST
• Ice Cube
• IODP
•NEON
•OOI
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Disciplinary Coverage - Overview
Domain Disciplines Represented in Responses Proportion
Cyberinfrastructure Cyber Ecosystem, Institutional, regional and national perspectives, cybersecurity, software 31%
Math and Physical Sciences Physics, Astronomy and Astrophysics, Mathematics, Materials Science, Chemistry (incl. Chem Engineering) 21%
Life Sciences
Cellular, Organismal, Omics, Ecology, Environment, 
Evolution, Conservation, Plant Sciences, Health Sciences, 
Behavioral and Social Sciences
19%
Geosciences Oceans and Aquatic, Earth Science, Atmospheric and Climate Science 14%
Engineering Research Civil, Mechanical, Environmental, Nanotechnology 6%
Computer Science CS, Data Science, Open Data, Open Science 6%
Education & Learning Education Research, Science of Learning, Educational Data Mining, Learning Analytics, Technology in Education 3%
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RFI 2030 Sample Themes
• Integrative Ecosystem 
– Robust, Secure, and Dynamic workflows and dataflows across diverse 
technologies and boundaries
– Multi-institutional authentication for distributed communities
– At-scale security approaches for research communities
• Trustworthy Software and Data for Robust and Reliable Science
• Emphasis on both Human and Technical Capabilities
• Commitment to Continuity of CI and Research focus
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Draft OAC Principles
• Promote Science Excellence
• Enable fundamentally new scientific advances
• Attend to the current trends in research 
• Multidisciplinary, geo/institutionally-agnostic research and research teams
• Complex problems; dynamic workflows; data-rich
• Robust and reliable science
• Focus on Unique NSF contributions to CI support for Research
• Holistic view:  
• Build capability, capacity, and cohesiveness of national/international CI Ecosystem
• Consider both human and technical aspects of CI
• “Lean forward” to new approaches and technologies
• Act as a model steward 
• Encourage reuse of investments in CI 
• from industry, federal agencies, academic institutions, etc.
• Foster partnerships and community development
• Incent measurement and sharing of results
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We Need Your Involvement!
 Volunteer to reviews proposals, serve on panels
 Participate in NSF visioning activities
 Join NSF: serve as program officers or division directors
 Tell your success stories
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Thank you
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